
City of Kelowna Email Exchange on FortisBC Wireless Smart Meters

On the next page is the email exchange between the City of Kelowna Mayor/Council and Curtis
Bennett on FortisBC smart meters between January 15 - 26, 2015. Like an email exchange, the latest
response to the City of Kelowna's response is first and January 15, 2015 is at the bottom of the
document. Dates have been highlighted. No content has been changed.

Our goal or agenda to not to embarrass the City of Kelowna, our job as codes and standards requires
answers supported by documents from applicable professionals. We are the science behind policy and
the only government electrical professionals qualified to wire the utility's generated electricity.
Qualified electricians wire the entire world, engineers are not qualified. That is our job.

This exchange between Curtis in his capacity and the City of Kelowna reflects what happens when the
BC Legislature as one example entrusted BC Hydro as energy experts to bypass regulatory process to
install smart meters. In order for a wireless meter to work, the grid has to be installed to complete the
wireless circuit.

The government and utility did not inform or consulted anyone including municipalities, applicable
sciences, lawyers, realtors, academia, insurers, electrical and building professionals, medicine, etc.
FortisBC has the jurisdiction to work on their meters BUT the meter base belongs to the homeowner
and their licensed electrical contractor has to attend before the meter is touched by the utility's
electrician. The electrical integrity of the electrical systems isn't an option.

FortisBC meters also have 2 RF EMF antennas. These EMFs aren't pointed like laser or a dish, these
RF EMFs blanket the area. FortisBC is putting meters on buildings that will radiate 2-3 kms so they
can reach the neighbor.

You can't deploy wireless like this with blanket radiation, the only things electrically compatible with
the RF EMFs are portable devices. Everything else is in the electrical circuit and you can't
electromagnetically induce currents into people, buildings or infrastructure. These RF EMFs penetrate
and accelerate corrosion while causing building to be non compliant with building codes. 4.1.3.6.
(Vibration) is applicable across Canada. The SAR left out the grid which substantiates how
development is hit by the RF EMFS



January 26, 2015 12:25 PM PST

Re: FortisBC and Smart Meter Installation Real Dangers via email
 
Dear Mayor Basran and Council,

I am one of the millions of government and industry trained and certified electrical energy
professionals. Our extensive training harnessing the electron not only includes how to design, install,
troubleshoot and maintain electrical energy produced by ANY utility. You have to push 6.24 x 10 to the
18th power electrons past a given point to produce one amp and our education pertains to everything in
existence. Everything on the Periodic Table is atoms and molecules, our business in the electrical
industry is using the right ones for conductors, semiconductors and insulators. Our electrical education
includes why we wire the world and why we don't use EMFs like they have with RF EMFs. The RF
EMFs are using humans and everything else as conductors which makes a dirty electrical circuit.
Simply put FortisBC and other utilities use electromagnetic fields with insulated engineered conductors
to generate electricity. FortisBC isn't installing meters that are just a measurement device, the meters
have 2 antennas inside them. Under cross examination at the BCUC Oral Hearings in Kelowna, one
antenna will reach 2-3 kms to link to the neighbors. The other is for 10-20 WiFi devices for inside the
buildings.

Local concerned citizens asked me about the City of Kelowna referring this to Electrical Code and that
is partially true. The electrical components of the meters are electrical business, the 2 antennas
penetrating bodies, buildings and infrastructure make that a Building Code issue that the city has to
deal with whether they like it or not. FortisBC nor the BCUC have any jurisdiction over Building Code.
Neither does the SAR plastic head.

Information on smart meter danger was given to Sharon Shepherd's Office and they referred to the
Electrical Manager of the city. What did Walter Gray's Office do with that in years? 

Mayor Basran and council, do you have technical professionals advising you before they embarrass
your office and council with this response? Can you name them and their credentials please for the
record? It is reckless and endangering Kelowna as well as the economy. As Building Engineering
Consultants for governments, engineers, architects, owners, insurers, realtors, our work is all within
codes and standards. 

The antennas from the meters hitting people are not compliant with exposure code Safety Code 6.
Stimulation of tissue is to be avoided and FortisBC experts at the BCUC Oral Hearings admitted
exposure is required for people to be hurt. 

As soon as the RF EMFs from the antennas in the meters cross a property line they will affect whatever
they interact with including buildings. As soon as the RF EMFs interact with that building structure as
well as fire separations, you have problems. EMFs are an electrical mechanism before they hit the
building and that has to be qualified by an electrical professional. Then an applicable Engineer would
say you can't do that to the building or infrastructure.



Has the city advised the Building Inspection Department as well as construction companies, property
owners, realtors, trades, universities, etc that building design has changed with the antennas hitting
buildings? Part 4 of BC Building Code is specific to structural and it is a REQUIREMENT to
incorporate all loads on that building including the electromagnetic induction of the building by high
speed penetrating EMFs. 900 MHz will induce currents and violently vibrate the structure, fire
separations 1.8 billion times per measurable second. The only reason engineers haven't said anything is
they were not informed or consulted. 4.1.3.6.(Vibration)

With regards to the second paragraph of your response? You weren't being advised about the same
BCUC Hearings in Kelowna I attended as well as cross examined the experts. I wanted a technical
accurate evaluation and it didn't happen.

As a realtor, what happens when a building is non compliant with building code? Then look at the
questions below about blanket radiation of Kelowna. 

Here are the questions pertaining to Kelowna and Part 4 Building Code Compliance that were given to
FortisBC about the cost of wired versus wireless meters. These are my questions for FortisBC as a
Registered Intervener and it is evidence at the BCUC website.
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2013/DOC_33530_C19-11_WKCC_IR-3.pdf

FortisBC's technical, professional and public interest response was to refuse to answer the questions. I
as well as other Registered Interveners complained and wanted questions answered. The BCUC's
responded by allowing FortisBC to avoid answering the questions. Does that meet that standards of
safety from Mayor and council's response? 

Here is evidence for the BCUC on supporting the suspension of the FortisBC smart meter program.
The buildings in the file are accurate thermal imaging tied to code rules and those buildings are in
Kelowna and area. The hot buildings being radiated by the sun are grossly exceeding Building Code
1.1.3.(Seismic and Climatic Data) or Kelowna Bylaw 7245. The City Manager and Ron Cleveland can
advise council as to how they addressed the energy problem.
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2012/DOC_32604_C19-6_WKCC-Submission-RDCK-
Nelson-Creston_Suspension.pdf

FortisBC dismissed the dangers of the RF EMFs as applied lectured now as accredited medical
education. FortisBC did not inform or consult medical professionals. http://thermoguy.com/wp-
content/uploads/Integrative_Health_Forum_on_Medical_Education_Including_Wireless_Exposure.pdf

I cross examined FortisBC and their experts for 3.5 hours. As per the questions FortisBC avoided?
FortisBC Engineer Mark Warren admitted under cross examination in front of the BCUC that FortisBC
will electromagnetically induce or radiate 17,000 sq. kms. That admission validates every question
FortisBC and the BCUC ignored as well as dismissed.

Here is our news and the transcripts of that cross examination March 2, 2013. My cross examination
starts on page 1109 of BCUC Volume 6. FortisBC admits the blanket radiation and that critical science
is missing in their reporting.

http://thermoguy.com/cross-examination-of-fortis-bc-expert-panel-on-application-for-wireless-smart-
meters/

http://thermoguy.com/cross-examination-of-fortis-bc-expert-panel-on-application-for-wireless-smart-meters/
http://thermoguy.com/wp-content/uploads/Integrative_Health_Forum_on_Medical_Education_Including_Wireless_Exposure.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2012/DOC_32604_C19-6_WKCC-Submission-RDCK-Nelson-Creston_Suspension.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2013/DOC_33530_C19-11_WKCC_IR-3.pdf


Is Zimmerman still on City Council? KFD showed up at people's homes at inconvenient times but his
job is his job. He will not stand down until the job is done even if a false alarm. Neither can we in our
government qualified capacity. 

If you do not use your understood authority and stop this, there will be no more real estate sales and
associated economy. You will have to change Building Code immediately to redesign every new
building to accommodate the radiation.

Try to imagine BC Building Code or Kelowna reporting buildings are falling down for some unknown
reason? Exposure code Safety Code 6 is Canada's exposure code and admits science was missing
linking the RF EMFs to adverse health effects. Unfortunately this technology that is very dangerous as
applied moved forward while governments waited for the missing science as to how people are hit. The
science FortisBC is using left out the blanket grid that Mark Warren confirmed. 

Separately, how are local realtors, inspectors protected selling buildings where the meters bases are
compromised because of contractors doing work they are not qualified to touch. Did the homeowners
sell their meter bases to FortisBC? How are realtors to represent the Building Code violation 4.1.3.6 in
a sale? 

I have worked for the Callaghans and others, they need to be duly informed that critical science was
left out and their properties as well as people will be adversely affected. The science is called
electricity.

FortisBC experts admitted EMFs triggered nerves in labs. FortisBC experts also admitted the nervous,
hormonal and immune systems are affected at the same time. 

This response representing Mayor and council is beyond disappointing to see from leadership. I moved
to the valley in 1991 and built award winning companies from the ground up. We employed as many as
40 people and put millions of dollars into the economy. How are employers to protect their employees,
their investments and avoid liability? When Sharon Shepherd was sworn in as Mayor, I was there to
shake her hand. She knew me from her time as a council member and she smiled when she said she
expected to hear from me as Mayor. Some of it was very technical and Mayor Shepherd referred us to
the appropriate department. The City Manager, Ron Cleveland and other management can verify that
for you.

FortisBC blasting EMFs across our property line stimulates nerves as well as affects the nervous and
hormonal systems. Exposure codes admit currents are being induced which is subtle electrocution 24/7.
RCMP have to be informed the assault is real and not perceived.

It isn't popular but you have to do your job, you can NOT put people inside an electrical circuit. Our
unprotected biology and systems have their own electricity.

FortisBC didn't qualify safety, it was embarrassing to see them use a plastic head as the test for safety.
Mayor and Council better read the extensive technical evidence above. The cross examination was an
admission of guilt and negligence, their experts were disqualified. Their revised report hasn't been
provided yet.



The reason electrical and applicable professionals ask to meet with council is because we report to and
through our authority having jurisdiction. As I said originally, we never blind side leadership. After
reporting through our authority our job doesn't stop. If I recklessly endanger people at work, am I
exempt from the law?  Does the City of Kelowna have an independent auditor and who insures the
municipality?

Due to the Mayor and council's reckless misinformed response, other levels of government auditing
and agencies will be informed based on an unprecedented sustainable emergency. That is in the best
interest of FortisBC as well.  

Sincerely,   

Curtis Bennett 
Chief Science Officer 
Interprovincial Journeyman Electrician(Red Seal) 
Engineering Technologist 
Adjunct Professor for Integrative Health Forum & Global Education Development Institute 
35 Year Advanced Thermography Background 
www.thermoguy.com  
curtis@thermoguy.com
Ph: 604-239-2694   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Original Message

 
 From: "mayorandcouncil" <mayorandcouncil@kelowna.ca> 
To: "CURTIS BENNETT" <thermoguy@shaw.ca> 

Sent: Tuesday,     January 20, 2015     12:10:12 PM  

Subject: RE: FortisBC and Smart Meter Installation Real Dangers     

Dear Mr. Bennett, 

Thank you for your correspondence. It has been provided to City Council.

The decision to allow these meters was done after an extensive technical, professional evaluation and
public review through the BC Utilities Commission (BCUC). FortisBC is in the process of installation
throughout their entire service area, including Kelowna while BC Hydro has already completed the
installation of similar meters in their area.

The City of Kelowna relies on the BCUC process to investigate and address the concerns. We have no
authority to prevent their installation within the City limits.

We understand that people can choose to not have the new meter installed if they are concerned by
them. Please contact FortisBC directly to discuss.

Sincerely on behalf of City Council,



MayorSignature (3)

Colin Basran 
Mayor | City of Kelowna 
250-469-8980 | mayorandcouncil@kelowna.ca 
Connect w ith the City kelowna.ca/connect 

                                                             Original Message
 
From: CURTIS BENNETT [mailto:thermoguy@shaw.ca] 
Sent: Thursday,     January 15, 2015     10:25 AM     
To: mayorandcouncil 
Subject: FortisBC and Smart Meter Installation Real Dangers 
Importance: High 

Hello, 

I have attached our news and a letter for the City of Kelowna on real smart meter installation dangers. 

Once again it is important to hold me accountable in my qualified opinion. We work for FortisBC and
the best interests of all. It may not be popular but will not go away. 

I did contact the 888 number the mayor referred me to with FortisBC but they referred me back to the
City regarding building code applicability. Please share this with the FortisBC CEO, management or
whomever the city recognizes so it can be addressed. It is critical this be addressed in the best interests
of all. 

http://thermoguy.com/wp-content/uploads/City-of-Kelowna-on-FortisBC-Smart-Meter-Installation-
and-Fires.pdf 

The City of Kelowna should be aware that our participation with the city on energy goes back to Mayor
Gray's (invitation only) for local experts in 2004 for the Sustainable Building Pilot Project. Council
member Sharon Shepherd referred us to Mayor Gray for invitation because energy could now be seen. 

I look forward to any questions or challenges.

Sincerely,

Curtis Bennett
Chief Science Officer
Interprovincial Journeyman Electrician(Red Seal) 
Building Construction Engineering Technologist 
Adjunct Professor for Accredited Medical Education
Thermal Radiation Consultant for 35 Years/
www.thermoguy.com
curtis@thermoguy.com 
Ph: 604-239-2694 

http://thermoguy.com/wp-content/uploads/City-of-Kelowna-on-FortisBC-Smart-Meter-Installation-and-Fires.pdf

